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abandoned her. He seemed no longer to stand by her •
everything had fallen away. ...	*
The chiefs would ask me often now : "Do you think
that Germany will come to our help ? If she does, let her
take all that she wishes "—" and England ?—Some say
that the English are on the road from the Sudan to Gondar."
" We have heard that the aeroplanes which they are sending
us have arrived at Zeyla. They say that the lives of the
pilots have been insured." "What about Japaa? It
seemed that they were going to help us."
Every day the same questions rained upon me.
We left the hot tropical valley which our river followed
and crossed a high range. A brisk north wind blew through
and through us. The Ethiopians wrapped their heads in
anything that they could find, shawls, scarves, blaniets,
even carpets. We were just dragging ourselves along.
We were in Ras Kassa's province. In the morning as I
woke up I saw a procession of people carrying baskets and
earthenware jars on their heads. They brought dergo,
the food and drink collected from the peasants by the local
official who offers them to his master returning from the
wars.
After lunch I had a talk with the Emperor. He asked
me what I thought the Italians were going to do, He no
longer asked me whether they intended to take Addis
Ababa. For the first time he made this confession to me :
" It is beyond our power to hold them back."
We are now travelling south across the high plateau of
Ethiopia. Each one dreams of his home or of Addis Ababa,
which in the far distance seems a promised land.
The soldiers have begun to loot the population. In their
turn the peasants kill isolated soldiers or small parties
straggling in the rear. The aeroplanes too have made the
peasants hate the war. The aeroplanes are breaking
Ethiopia into her tribal parts. Every day one hears more
rifle shots.
One wonders how the Ethiopians manage to feed them-
selves. By some miracle they always manage to find flour
or corn. At every halt they light their fires and prepare
their simple meal.

